Singapore, November 16, 2020 – Ovato Digital Cash (Symbol: OVO), a new digital
currency and next generation of Litecoin, announced today that its coin will be
traded on the WhiteBIT exchange. A top 10% exchange launched in December of
2018, WhiteBIT typically trades $300 million USD per day from over 150,000 users
across Europe, Asia, and South America. Plans call for three additional exchanges
to come online by the end of 2020.
Trading will commence within 3 days and will be exclusive to WhiteBIT
established clients (or on a “trading by appointment” basis for current Ovato
stakeholders) for the first 30 days. Pricing will be reflective in Ovato wallets on a
15-minute delay basis. This marks Ovato’s initial listing, with additional
exchanges coming online over the next 75 days.
Ovato is designed from the ground up, for everyday life. Ovato is developed
especially
for
shoppers,
merchants,
and
peer-to-peer
transactions,
implementing a full-circle ecosystem approach. Through its strategic partners,
such as Bitovation and Owards, Ovato is creating an economy for both the
supply and demand side of its currency. Bitovation is launching the Ovato pilot
program later this month, in South Florida, while integrating into the rewards
platform, Owards.

WhiteBIT is a European centralized exchange that offers crypto-to-crypto and
crypto-to-fiat transactions with 0.1% trading fees and it remains one of the few
exchanges offering margin trading. With European Exchange and Custody
licenses, WhiteBIT meets KYC and AML requirements. WhiteBIT offers instant
transactions with P2P codes, the possibility of staking, private and public API
integration, and a number of trading tools, including limit, market, stop limit, and
stop market orders.

WhiteBIT.com

Bitovation helps businesses create value-added ecosystems, ones that empower
and reward both merchants and users by utilizing mobile keywords, text
marketing, digital coupons, contests, digital currency payments, and social
influencer incentives. Bitovation reduces costs and inefficiencies for merchants,
while providing the ability to increase their revenue.

bitovation.com

Owards allows shoppers to get discounts, coupon codes, and earn Ovato
on both in-person and online shopping. Shoppers receive offers and
discounts from merchants that accept Ovato.

owards.io (beta)

Based in Singapore, Ovato is managed and operated by the architects and
engineers at Ovato, Pte. Ltd.. Ovato Digital Cash is the next generation of
Litecoin, built on its own protocol, created for everyone from users to merchants.
Ovato has developed a suite of products to assist in the buildout of its economy,
including:
App Wallets: iOS and Android Web
Wallets
Text Wallet Merchant
Wallet Mining
Platform Faucet
Explorer
Ovato is creating a robust utility case for its currency. Ovato is providing users a
better way to exchange value in low-fee micro transactions, large business
transactions, and permissionless spending on the blockchain. Ovato has built a
digital currency that will enable users to transact in seconds and be confirmed in
minutes; a reliable network that will run without congestion, allowing users to send
globally, quickly and for pennies. It’s simple and easy to use, providing a stable
payment system to store value using state of the art, secure blockchain
technology.
Ovato has facilitated the partnering of the Ovato coin using a suite of strategic
distribution partners, covering all forms of digital commerce prevalent in today’s
centralized financial society, to ensure the mass adoption of the coin, including
the following:

Rewards and Rebates
Social Influencing
Gaming
Auctions
Travel

Online: ovato.com
Facebook: facebook.com/OvatoCoin
Twitter: twitter.com/OvatoCoin
Telegram: t.me/Ovato_Coin
Technical: architect@ovato.com
Partnerships: business@ovato.com

